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§!o. Introduction 

Let G be a compact, connected, simply connected, simple Lie group 
and BG its classifying space. A prime p is called good (for G) (resp. 
exceptional (for G») if H*(G; Z) is p-torsion free (resp. not p-torsion free). 
As is well known BG is 3-connected and 7r~(BG)=HlGB; Z)=H4(BG; Z) 
=Z (cf. [3]). Represent a generator of H~(BG; Z) by a map Q": BG~ 
K(Z, 4) and denote its homotopy fibre by BG. The purpose of this paper 
is to determine H*(BG; Fp) for any odd prime p. 

Consider the following pull back diagram: 

",, - Q' 
K(Z,3)~BT~BT 

II 1~ 11 
K(Z, 3)~BG~BG 

'" Q" 

where T is a maximal torus, i and ; are the maps induced by the inclu
sion. Note that ;*: H~(BG; Z)~H4(BT; Z) is a monomorphism and 
Im;* =H~(BT; Z)W(G) where W(G) is the Weyl group of G. Therefore 
Q'=;*Q" is a generator of H'(BT: Z)W(G). Denote the modp reduction 
of fQ' by Q. Since H*(BT; Fp) ~ S(H2(BT, Fp)*), where S denotes the 
symmetric algebra, we may consider that Q is a quadratic form. Let 
h=h(G,p) be the codimension of a Q-isotropic subspace of maximum 
dimension. 

As is well known that 

where E denotes the exterior algebra, P k = fjJpk-l • •• fjJI and Us is a genera
tor of HS(K(Z, 3); Fp) (=Z/p). Denote the subalgebra generated by 
{j3Pkus; k> I} U {PkUS ; k> j} by Rj" Then the main results of this paper 
are the following: 
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Theorem 2.2. As an algebra H*(BT; Fp) is isomorphic to 
H*(BT; Fp)/J®Rh where J is the ideal generated by Q, P1Q, .. " Ph-1Q. 

Theorem 2.3. For a good prime p, H*(BG; Fp) is isomorphic to 
H*(BG; Fp)/J'®R" as an algebra where Jf is the ideal generated by 
x 4, P1X4, "', P"_IX4 (x4 =i*Q). 

Theorem 4.1. The Serre spectral sequence for the fibering G/T---+BT 
-+BG collapses for any G and any odd prime p. 

The paper is organized as follows: In Section 1 we prove certain 
algebraic results which are used in Section 2. In Section 2 we determine 
H*(BG; Fp) for a good prime p. In Section 3 we determine h=h(G,p). 
For an exceptional prime p, the module structure and the algebra structure 
of H*(BG; Fp) are determined in Section 4 and Section 5 respectively. 

For a classical type G the result was announced in [5]. 
Throughout the paper p is an odd prime. 

§ 1. A note on a quadratic form over Fp 

In this section we prepare some algebraic results. Let V be an n
dimensional vector space over Fp- Let S(V*) be the symmetric algebra 
over V*, the dual of V. Consider a quadratic form Q on V and define 
its associated bilinear form by B(x,y)=t(Q(x+y)-Q(x)-Q(y)). We 
consider the following sequence of homogeneous elements in S(V*): 

(1.1) 

where h is the codimension of a Q-isotropic subspace of maximum dimen
sion. Firtst we should do is to prove the following: 

Theorem 1.2. The sequence (1.1) is a regular sequence and all maximal 
Q-isotropic subspaces of V are of same dimension n - h. 

Proof Let J be an ideal of S(V*) generated by (1.1) and Var J the 
common zeros of (1.1) in VD= V®.Q, where .Q is a universal field of Fp
It is well known that (1.1) is a regular sequence if and only if dim Var J= 
n-h (see Theorem 2 of p. 397 of [15]). Therefore Theorem 1.2 is an 
easy consequence of the following Lemma 1.3. 

Lemma 1.3. Var J = U WD , where W ranges over maximal Q-isotropic 
subspaces. 

Proof of Lemma 1.3. Using the identity 
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we see easily that x e Var J if and only if the Q-subspace 

Mx=Qx+ ... +QxPh-' 

is Q-isotropic in VO (Q :is extended to Vo naturally). It is also seen that 
Var J=U",EvarJM;c. Clearly WocVar J.We need only show M;cc Wo 
for some maximal Q-isotropic subspace W. Since a space which is stable 
under the Frobenius map F should have a form W~ for some subspace 
W' in V, W' C Wand so M", = W~ is a subspace of Wo for some maximal 
Q-isotropic subspace W. 

Therefore we will show that M", is stable under F. Recall the clas
sification of quadratic forms over Fp. First V = V'1- Yo, where 1- denotes 
the orthogonal decomposition, B is nondegenerate on V' and Vo is the 
radical of V. V' can be decomposed as follows: 

where Pi is a hyperbolic plane (dim Pi =2 and Q=X,X2 on Pi) and S is 
one of the following four types: 

type 0: dimS=O 

type 1+: dimS=I Q=X2 on S 
(1.4) 

type L: dimS=I Q=gx2 on S 

type II: dimS=2 Q=~-gx~ on S 

where g is one of non-square elements of Fp , fixed once for all (see for 
example Ch. IV. 3 of [1]). We check that M", is stable under F in each 
form of four types in (1.4). It is enough to prove the lemma when Vo=O. 

If dim M",<h-I, there is a linear relation 

h-2 
xPh-,= L: AiXP' (Ai e Q). 

i=O 

Hence M;c is stable under F. Now we explain in each form of four types: 
type I±: dim V =2m+ 1 and h=m+ 1. M", is Q-isotropic. There

fore dim M",=dim V-h=m=h-I and so Lemma 1.3 holds. 
type II: dim V =2m+2 and h=m+2. So is a hyperbolic plane. 

Therefore dim M;c=!dim V=m+I=h-I and so Lemma 1.3 holds. 
type 0: dim V =2m and h=m. If dim M",<m-I =h-I, Lemma 

1.3 holds as above. Assume dim M",=m. In this case we can write 
V = UEBU* with Q(u+v)=<u, v), where U is a subspace of dimension 
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m, U* its dual and < , > is the pairing of U and U*. By the assumption 
i't'l: Mx---+ Uo may be surjective. Then there is a unique linear transforma
tion T: U ---+ U* such that 

M.r; = {z+ Tz; z E Uo}. 

The fact that Mx is Q-isotropic can be rewritten as 

<z, Tz>=O and <z, Tz'>=<z', Tz> 

for any z, z' E Uo. Let x=u+v for u E U and v E U*. As x Pi E M;r; for 
O<i<m, we have T(uPi)=vp' for O<i<m. So for l<i<m 

<uP" Tupm) = <upm, TuP') = <upm, vP')=<upm-" vP'-')P 

=<upm-" TuP'-'>P=<uP'-', Tupm-,>p=<uP'-" vpm-,>p 
_< pi vpm> - u, . 

And also <upm, Tupm>=O=<u, v)pm=<upm, vpm). In Uo, u, "', upm-, form 
a basis and also uP=F(u), .. " upm=F(upm-,) form a basis since F is a 
semi-linear automorphism. Therefore Tupm=vpm in U* and so M" is 
stable under F. This completes the proof of Lemma 1.3 and so Theorem 
1.2 is proved. 

Next we examine primary components of the ideal J. J has a primary 
decomposition 

(1.5) 

where qi is a primary ideal associated to a prime ideal Pi' The irreducible 
components of Var J are in 1-1 correspondence with minimal primes Pi (cf. 
p. 163 of [15]). The theorem of Macauley says that there is no embedded 
component in J for it is generated by the regular sequence (1.1) (cf. p. 203 
of [15]). Therefore all p:s are distinct and minimal. Now we have the 
following: 

Proposition 1.6. J = nw qw where W ranges all maximal Q-isotropic 
subs paces of V and qw is a primary ideal whose associated prime ideal Pw is 
functions in S(V*) vanishing on Wo. 

We now assume that Vo=O until Remark 1.12 for some technical 
reasons. 

We determine e(qw), multiplicity of qw' Because Var Pw= Wo, 
deg Pw = 1. Thus the generalized Bezout's theorem implies (cf. § 27 of [9]) 

(1.7) 
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To determine e(qw) and qw, we need to count the number of maximal 
Q-isotropic subspaces of Vin each form of four types in (1.4). 

type 0: Let Wm::)···:::> WI::)O be a Q-isotropic flag where Wm is a 
maximal Q-isotropic subspace. The number of isotropic vectors is 
(pm_l)(pm-I+ 1) (see p. 146 of [1]). Once WI is chosen the rest of the 
flag are the same as an isotropic flag in the space W H W; which has 
dimension 2m-2 and still type O. Therefore the number of maximal 
Q-isotropic subspaces is 

(1.8) 

(see [11]). 

type I",: Using the method as above. Note that the number of 
isotropic vectors is pzm_l (see p. 146 of [1]). Hence the number of 
maximal Q-isotropic subspaces is 

m 

(1.9) IT (pi + 1). 
/=1 

type II: In this case the number of isotropic vectors is (pm_l)(pm+1 
+ 1) (see p. 146 of [1]). As before the number of maximal Q-isotropic 
subspaces is 

m 

(1.10) IT (pf+l+ 1). 
/=1 

Using the above computation we can now determine e(qw) . and the 
ideal qw. 

Theorem 1.11. If W is a maximal Q-isotropic subspace of V, then 

qw=Ker{rw: S(V*)-+S«W.L)*)jJ(W.L)} 

where W.L is the annihilator subspace of W, J( W .L) is the ideal generated by 
Q'(x), B'(x, xP), •• " B'(x, XPh'-l) (Q' or B' is the restriction of Q or B to 
W.L and h' = dim W.L - dim W.) and r w is the natural map induced by the 
inclusion. Moreover e(qw) = 1,2, or 2(p+ 1) if Q is of type 0, I"" or II 
respectively. 

Remark 1.12. We have assumed that Vo=O (i.e. B is nondegenerate) 
since Proposition 1.6. But it is obvious that Theorem 1.11 holds for all 
non-degenerate cases, it is also valid in degenerate cases. Therefore we 
still assume in the proof that Vo = O. Theorem 1.11 holds unless Vo = O. 
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Proof of Theorem 1.11. We prove in each form of four types in 
(1.4). 

type 0: Compare (1.7) and (1.8). These are equal and so e(qw) = I 
for all W. W.L= Wand J(W.L) =0 and so the theorem holds. 

type I± : W.L = WEBS then 

and the zero ideal of this ring is a primary ideal of multiplicity 2. Let 
q~=Ker {S(V*)~S«W.L)*)/J(W.L)}. Then q~ is a primary ideal of 
multiplicity 2 associated with pw=Ker{S(V*)~S(W*)}. Because JC 
q~, qwCq~ and so e(qw»e(q~)=2. Compare now (1.7) and (1.9), 
e(qw»2 implies e(qw)=2 and so qw=q~. 

type II: W.L= WEBS then 

(1.14) S«W.L)*)/J(W.L)=S(W*)®S(S*)/J(S)~S(W*)®Fp[x1> xJ/J(S) 

where J(S) is the ideal generated by x~-g~ and Xf+l_ gxf+1. The mul
tiplicity of J(S) in Fp[x1, x2] is a special case of this theorem. Set W=O 
and V =S. By (1.7) e(J(S»=2(p+ 1). As before we can prove the 
theorem by (1.7) and (1.10). 

Finally we show the following: 

Theorem 1.15. For all m, B(x, x pm) E J. 

Proof From the proof of Theorem 1.11, only type II case is non 
trivial. Here dim S=2 and Q=x~-gx~ and so J=J(S) in the proof of 
Theorem 1.11. ~=gx~ mod J and so g(P+l)/2Xf+1 = Xf+l =gxf+1mod J. 
Thus we have 

and 

x¥,n+1+ 1 =g (p,n+1 + 1)/2Xf,n+ 1+ 1 =g (p +l)p (1)/2xiP + l)p (I) 

=gP(I)xf,n+1+I=gxf,n+1+1 

xf·n+1 =Xf·n-l~=g (p2n-l)/2Xf2n-1 X g~=g (p +1)p(2) xiP +1)p(2) X gx~ 

=gP(2). gxf.n+l=gxf2"+1 

mod J where (p+ l)p(l) = p2n+1 + 1 and (p + 1)p(2) = p2n -1. Thus 
B(x, xpm) E Jfor m>2. 
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§ 2. H*(BG; Fp) for a good prime p 

In this section we determine the algebra structure of H*(BG; Fp) for 
a good prime p. Note that an odd prime p is exceptional if and only if 
(G,p) is one of the following: 

(2.1) (E6' 3), (E1' 3), (Ea, 3), (F4' 3), (Ea, 5). 

First we determine H*(BT; Fp). Consider the Serre spectral sequence 
j' _re' 

for the fibering K(Z, 3)---+BT ---+BTwith Fp coefficient 

Ez=H*(BT; Fp)0H*(K(Z, 3); Fp)~Eoo=Gr(H*(BT; Fp». 

The element Ua is transgressive with .. (Ua) = Q. Therefore Pkua and /3Pkua 
are transgressive with .. (PkUa)=PkQ=2kB(x, x k ) and .. (/3PkUa)=/3PkQ=O. 
Theorem 1.2 says .. (ua), .. (Plua), .. " .. (Pk-IUa) is a regular sequence. On 
the other hand .. (Phua) E J=( .. (ua), .. " .. (Ph_IUa» by Theorem 1.15 and so 
Phua E Imj'*. Thus we have Eoo=H*(BT; Fp)/J0Rh. Since H*(BT; Fp)/J 
is 1m 7C'* and Rh is a free commutative algebra we have the following: 

Theorem 2.2. As an algebra H*(BT; Fp) is isomorphic to H*(BT; 
Fp)/J0Rh where J is the ideal generated by Q, PIQ, .. " P h-IQ. 

From now on we assume that p is good for G. In this case HZj-I(BG; 
Fp) and HZJ-l(G/T; Fp)=O for any j (see Borel [2] and Bott [3]), and the 

Serre spectral sequence for the fibering G/T lBT lBG with Fp coefficient 
collapses. Hence H* (BT; Fp) is a free module over H*(BG; Fp) and so i* 
is faithfully fiat. Put x4=i*Q, then in the Serre spectral sequence for the 
fibering Ua is transgressive with .. (ua)=x4, ,,(Pkua)=Pkx4=i*2k(x, xPj and 
.. (/3PkUa) =0. Since Q, B(x, xP), .. " B(x, X Ph - 1) is a regular sequence, 
B(x, xPh) E (Q, B(x, xP), .. " B(x, xph-l)) and i* is faithfully fiat, we have 
x4, PIX4, •• " Ph_IX4 is a regular sequence and PhX4 E J' = (X4' •• " Ph_IX4). 

Thus we have 

Theorem 2.3. If p is good for G, then as an algebra, H*(B G; Fp) is 
isomorphic to H*(BG; Fp)/J'0Rh where J' is the ideal generated by x4, 

PI X4, •• " Ph _ I X4• 

Remark 2.4. If p is good for G, then A* is surjective and so A* is 
also surjective, where A: G/T -+BT. Therefore the Serre spectral sequence 

for the fibering G/T -+BT .lBG with Fp coefficient collapses if p is good 
for G. 
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§ 3. The number h( G, p) 

In this section we determine the numbers h(G,p). First of all it is 
well known that two non degenerate quadratic forms over Fp (p is an odd 
prime) are equivalent if and only if they have same rank and same dis
criminant (see for example Serre [I2]). If G is of classical type then Q is 
given by the following: 

Proposition 3.1. (1) If G=Ac. then there exists xo, .. " Xc such that 
Q(x) = L:i<j Xi Xi I V where V is the hyperplane defined by xo+ ... +xc=O. 

(2) If G=Bc, Cc or De, then there exists Xj, .. " Xc such that Q(x)= 

xi+'" +x;. 
(3) In Fi/(Fi)2, 

disc (Q(x)) = r-It)(£+ 1) 

Proof (1) and (2) are well known since H*(BG; Z(P)) is generated 
by C2 (the second Chern class) or Pj (the first Pontrjagin class). Therefore 
we need only show (3). For G=Ae, define a j by xi(aj)=oij and put v j = 
aj-aO for h= 1,2, .. " £. Then Vj, .. " Ve is a basis of V. Note that 
B(vi, v j)= -t if i=f:.j and Q(Vi) = -1. Therefore disc (Q(x)) = ( -ty 
det (E-B'(£)) where B'(£) = (bij) is defined by bij = -I for any i,j and E 
is the identity matrix. Since B'(£)2= -£B'(£) and rank B'(£)= 1, 
det(tE-B'(£))=tc+£t H and therefore det(E-B'(£))=£+1. For 
G=Be, Ce or De the proof is easy. 

Remark 3.2. If £ + 1 == 0 mod p, then Q(x) for G = Ac is degenerate. 
But Q I V' is non degenerate where V' is the hyperplane (of V) defined by 
Xe=Xo' Moreover disc (Q/V')=( _t)H in Fi/(FiY. 

Now we can prove the following: 

Theorem 3.3. (1) If ( £;1 )=0, then h(Ac,p)=h(Ac_j,p) 

( £; 1 ) = ± 1, then heAt, p) is given by the following table: 

I 
£=0 1~£--,--==2~1 

p==1 I p==-I 
------------1------1-------<-------

~ I ~+1 (£;1)=1 £+1 
2 

£+1 
2 

2 

~+1 
2 

2 2 

~+1 
2 2 

and if 
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(ii) h(G,p) for G=Be, Ce or De is given by the following table: 

.£=1 .£=0 I .£=2 

p=1 
.£+1 .£ .£ 

- -
2 2 2 

p=-1 £+1 £ £ - --+1 
2 2 2 

where = means congruence modulo 4 and ( .£; 1 ) is the Legendre )ymbol. 

The following is Theorem 2.4 and Remark 2.5 of [7] 

Theorem 3.4. (1) 

(2) h(E" P)~{: 

§ 4. The module structure of H*(BG; Fp) for an exceptional primep 

In this section we will prove the following: 

Theorem 4.1. For any G and any odd prime p, the Serre spectra. 
J. _ i -

sequence for the fibering G/T -+BT -+BG with Fp coefficient collapses. 

For a good prime p, Theorem 4.1 was proved in Section 2 (see 
Remark 2.4). Therefore we assume that (G, p) is one of the five pairs in 
(2.1). 

First recall the following facts on the Poincare polynomials: 

Lemma 4.2 (Bott [3]). P(H*(G/T; Fp))=(l- t2te IT ~=1 (1_t 2m (i)+2), 
where P(H*(X; Fp)) = "L/k=O dim Hk(X; Fp)t k, '£=rank G and m(1)<m(2) 
< ... <meg) is the exponent of W(G). 

Lemma 4.3 (Toda). If p is exceptional for G, then as an algebra 
H*(G/T; Fp) is generated by Hk(G/T; Fp)for k<2g(G,p), where 

{ 
4 if (G,p)=(Ee, 3), (E7 , 3) or (F4' 3), 

g(G,p)= 10
5 

if (G,p) = (EB' 3), 

if (G,p)=(EB, 5). 
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See Theorem 3.2 of [14]. 

On the other hand we can easily show the following; . 

Lemma 4.4. If p is exceptional for G, then H2k+I(BG; Fp)=Ojor 
k<g(G,p). 

Proof See p. 140 of [10] for (F4, 3), Theorem V of [4] for (E6,3), 
(E7' 3) or (Ea, 5) and Proposition 4.4 of [8] for (Ea, 3). 

Proof of Theorem 4.1. We need only show A* is surjective. By 
Lemma 4.2 and Lemma 4.4 A* is surjective for deg<2g(G,p). Since 
H*(GJT; Fp) is generated by Hk(GJT; Fp) for k<2g(G,p) as an algebra 
by Lemma 4.3, and A* is an algebra homomorphism, A* is surjective. 

Corollary 4.5. P(H*(BG; Fp» = (IT (l_t 2m(i)+2»)-1 Ii (l+t 2pf
+l

) 

i=2 j=h (l_t 2pf+2) 

Proof By Theorem 2.2 

P(H*(BY· F »=(I-t2t~(I-t4) IT (1+t 2pf+l
) 

, p j=h (1- t 2pf+2) 

On the other hand P(H*(BY; Fp» = P(H*(GJT; Fp»P(H*(BG; Fp» by 
Theorem 4.1. Note that m(1)= 1 for any G. 

Remark 4.6. The Serre spectral sequence for the fibering EaJT-+BY 
-+ BEa with F2 coefficient does not collapse. 

§ 5. The algebra structure of H*(BG; Fp) for an exceptional prime p 

In this section we concern mainly the case (G,p)=(Ea, 5). We will 
say results of other pairs in (2.1) only because these are similar. So H*( ) 
means H*( ; F5). 

Put R=F5[T1, ... , Ta, X12] where deg T j =2 and deg X12 = 12. Recall 
that h(Ea, 5)=4. Denote the subalgebra of H*(K(Z,3» generated by 
{Pkug, j3Pk us; k> j} by SJ" Theorem 2.2 implies 

Lemma 5.1. There is a surjective homomorphism 

such that Ker e=(r4, r12, r52, r252), where degrj=j and r4, r12, r52> r252 is a 
regular sequence in F5[Tu ... , Tal (and so in R). 

Put J(O) = {16, 24, 28, 36, 40, 48}, J(I)=J(O) U {4, 12, 60} and J(2)= 
J(O) U {52, 60, 252}. The following is Theorem 3.2 of [14]; 
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Proposition 5.2. There exist pj e R (j e J(l» such that H*(G/T) is 
isomorphic to R/(Pj;j e J(1», where deg pj = j and pj; j e J(l) is a regular 
sequence. 

Put p~=e(pj). First it is easy to show that as an algebra 

(5.3) for * <51 

where degYj=j (see [6]). Since the Serre spectral sequence for G/T~BT 
i -

--+ BG collapses, P4 = r4, P12 == r12 mod (P4) and for j e J(O) 

(5.4) 

Since H S2(G/T) is decomposable, we have 

Lemma 5.5. There exists YS2 e HS2(BG) such that i*(Ys2)=XS2 mod 
decomposables where X S2 = e(XS2). Moreover i*(Ys2)-xs2 e (p~;j e J(O». 

Lemma 5.6. There exists a (weighted) homogeneous polynomial fs2 =1= 0 
of degree 52 such that fs2(Y j; j e J(O» = 0 in H*(B G). 

Proof There are no relations in degree less than 52 by (5.3) and 
there is an indecomposable element in degree 52 by Lemma 5.5. Therefore 
there must be a relation in degree 52 by Corollary 4.5. 

Also we have 

Lemma 5.7. There is Y60 e H60(BG) such that i*(Y60)==P~0 mod (p~; k 
e J(O), XS2). 

Summing up these results we can say that 

Proposition 5.8. There is an algebra homomorphism I: Fs[ Yj ; j e 
J(O) U {52, 60}]--+R®Fs[XS2] such that the following diagram commutes: 

I 
FS[Yj;j e J(O) U {52, 60}]~R®Fs[XS2] 

le~~ i* le~_ 
H*(BG) ) H*(BT) 

where ei'(Yj)=Yj, and ei(XS2)=XS2. 

Proof From 5.4, for j e J(O), there exist it j e H*(BT) (i<j) such 
that i*(Yj) = p~+ "L,i<jitjP~. Similarly i*(Ys2) = X S2+ "L,iEJ(O) giP~ and 
i*(Y60) = p~o+ "L,iEJ(O) hiP~+h52x52 for gi' hi e H*(BT). Choose Fij, Gi , 
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H t e R such that e~(Fij)=.fti' e~(Gi)=gi and e~(Hi)=hi. Define I by 
I(Yj) = Pi + L:i<j Fijp;, I(Ysz) = X5Z + L:iEJ(O) GiPi and I(Y6o) = P60 + 
L:iEJ HiPi + H 5ZX 5Z· It is easy that I satisfies the above commutativity. 

Lemma 5.9. Let k be a field and aI, ... , an e k[bl , ••• , bm] be a 
sequence of homogeneous elements. Then aI, ... , an is a regular sequence 
if and only if aI' ... , an generates a polynomial subalgebra over which 
k[b l , ••• , bn] is free. 

See [11]. 

On the other hand the induced map F5[Yj ;j e 1(0) U {52, 60}]/(fsz)-+ 
H*(BT) is injective for deg<25l and so we have 

Lemma 5.11. e~'; F5[Y;j e 1(0) U {52, 60}]/(fsz)-+H*(BG) is an iso
morphismfor deg<251. 

Quite similarly we have 

Lemma 5.12. (1) There is an element YZ52 e HZ5Z(BG) such that 
i*(Yz5z)-xz5z e (p~;j e 1(0) U {60}, x 5Z). 

(2) There is a homogeneous element j252~of degree 252 such that 

f252(Yj;j e 1(0) U {52, 60})=0 in H*(BG). 

Moreover we have 

Proposition 5.13. (1) There is an algebra homomorphism 1': F5[Yj ;j 
e l(2)]-+R0F5[X5z, X 252] such that the following diagram commutes: 

where e~'(Yi)=Yj, e~(X5Z)=X5Z and e~(X25Z)=XZ52. 
(2) I'(Yj) =1 (Yj ) for j=t=252 and /'(h5Z)=r252 mod (r4, r12, r5Z). 

Now applying Lemma 5.9, we have 

Lemma 5.14. fsz,h5Z is a regular sequence. 
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On the other hand there are YZ.5t+l' YZ.5t+Z k>4 such that 1C*(YZ.5t+l):=P,US 
and 1C*(YZ.5k+Z)=!,p.us mod decomp. We have thus an algebra homo
morphism A: F5[Yj ;j e J(2)]/(isz,fZ52)Q!~Sc~H*(BG). 

Obviously i* 0 A is a monomorphism. By the observation of the 
Poincare series in Corollary 4.5, we can easily prove A is an isomorphism. 
Remaining cases can be determined by a similar method. 

Theorem 5.15. Let Sj be the subalgebra of H*(K(Z, 3); Fp) generated 
by {Pkua, f3P.ua; k?::.j}, then as an algebra. 

(1) H*(BEs; F5) ~ F5[Y j; j = 16, 24, 28, 36, 40, 48, 52, 60, 252]/(isz, h5Z)®S4, 

(2) H*(BEs; Fa)~Fa[Yj;j= 16,24,28,36,40,48,56, 6O]/(iss)®S4' 

(3) H*(BE7; Fs)~Fs[Yj;j= 12, 16,20,24,28,36, 56]/(iss)®S4' 

(4) H*(BEs; Fs)~FsIYj;j= 10, 12, 16, 18,20, 24]/(ho)®Ss, 

(5) H*(BF4; Fs)~Fs[Yj;j=12, 16, 24]®Sz. 

where deg Y j = j, degit = j and in (1) isz, h5Z is a regular sequence. 

Remark 5.16. H*(BG; Fz) is known for G=At , Ct , Es, E7, Es, F4 or 
Gz (See [5], [13]). But it seems to be difficult to determine H*(BG; Fz) 

for G=Bt or Dt • 
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